The main purpose of the paper is to investigate Killing vector field on the tangent bundle T (Mn) of the Riemannian manifold with respect to the Levi-Civita connection of the metric II + III .
are all quadratic differential forms defined globally on the tangent bundle T (M n ) over M n and that II + III : 2g ji dx j δy i + g ji δy j δy i is non-singular and consequently can be regarded as Riemannian or pseudoRiemannian metric on the tangent bundle T (M n ) over M n .
The metric II + III has components
and consequently its contravariant components
with respect to the adapted frame on T (M n ).
The frame components of Levi-Civita connection of lift metric g are as follows [3] :
where Γ h ji denote the Christoffel symbols constructed with g ji on M n .
Let X be a vector field in T (M n ) and X = X h X h its components with respect to the adapted frame. Then covariant derivative ∇ X has components
Γ α γβ being given by (3), where
Consider a vector field X in M n .Then its vertical lift V X, complete lift C X and horizontal lift H X have respectively components
with respect to with respect to the induced coordinates in
with respect to the adapted frame are given respectively by
where
Killing vector fields
The covariant derivatives
with respect to the adapted frame,because of (3) and (6). Thus we have
Theorem 1
The vertical, complete and horizontal lifts of a vector field in M n to T (M n ) with the metric II + III are parallel if and only if the given vector field in M n is parallel [5] .
Given a vector field X in T (M n ), the 1 − f orm , ω defined by ω Y = g X, Y , Y being an arbitrary element of T 1 0 (M n ), is called the covector field associated with X and denoted by X * . If X has local components X A , then the associated covector field X * of X has local components X C = g CA X A . Let ω be a 1−f orm in M n with components ω i . Then the vertical , complete and horizontal lifts of ω to T (M n ) have respectively components [6] 
with respect to the induced coordinates in T (M n ) . The associated covector fields of the vertical,complete and horizontal lifts to T (M n ), with the metric to II + III , of a vector field X with components X h in M n are respectively (10) with respect to the adapted frame, where X i = g ih X h . Thus the rotations of V X, C X and H X have respectively components
* is closed and the second covariant derivative of X vanishes in M n .
A vector field Xǫℑ 1 0 (M n ) is said to be a Killing vector field of a Riemannian manifold with metric g, if L X g = 0 [4] . In terms of components g ji of g, X is a Killing vector field if only if
X α being components of X, where ∇ is the Riemannian connection of the metric g.
The Lie derivatives of the metric II + III with respect to V X, C X and H X have respectively components
as a consequence of ∇ i X j + ∇ j X i = 0 (see [4] ), we conclude by means of (16) that the complete lift C X is a Killing vector field in T (M n ) if only if X is a a Killing vector field in M n .
We next have (R hsij + R hsji ) X h = 0 and R h sij + R h sji X h = 0 as a consequence of the vanishing of the second covariant derivative of X . Summing up these results, we have Theorem 2 Necessary and sufficient condition in order that (a) complete, (b) horizontal lifts to T (M n ) with the metric II +III , of a vector field X in M n , be a Killing vector field in T (M n ) respectively are that, (a) X is a Killing vector field with vanishing covaryant derivative in M n , (b) X is a Killing vector field with vanishing second covaryant derivative in M n .
